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Arrives In Korea

, Thursda , August 24, 1950

BALL SLUGGER GETS TWO BASS

Two-Day Resource
Conservation Meet
Set For Teachers
City And County School
Teachers To Make Field
Trip Tour Of Farm In
Eddy Creek Community

Farmers Of District
To See Complete Green
Pasture Program; Get
Livestock Judging Tips

Number 8
School Superintendent

Butler To Handle
Part Of Overflow
Of Grade School
East Side Auditorium
To Be Converted Into
Classrooms Because Of
Crowded Conditions

A field trip tour of the M. P.
Crowded conditions expected in
The farm of Raymond Phelps
Brown, Jr., farm south of Princethe elementary grades of Princenear Crider is one Of four sites
in
ton
the Eddy Creek community
ton schools will be partly alleIn Kentucky chosen for a field
will be featured the first day of
viated this year by converting the
demonstration to be held on Augthe two-day resource conservation
auditorium at East Side into classust 29, beginning at 10 a.m., unconference for faculty members
rooms and by sending one first
der the sponsorship of the Kenof the Caldwell county school
and one sixth grade classes to
tucky Purebred Livestock Imsystem to be held Monday and
Butler High Schoo 1, Russell
provement Association, R. A. MaTuesday, August 28-29, Supt. ClifGoodaker, principal at East Side
bry, county agent, announced
HU EL CAIRNES
ton Clift announced yesterday.
Grade School, said Wednesday.
;.rninons has named a
HAROLD DELONG
Wednesday.
Princeton's
city
will
schools
All those interested in conserAll children entering school for
'to representing the varMr. and Mrs. R. T. Thompson
The Phelps farm was chosen by
open
next
under
here
month
the
vation of our natural resources,
the first time are required by law
x groups in the county received word last week that the association so that farmers
direction
Ruel
of
CairneS,
new
as well as faculty rhembers, are
to have a medical examination.
!meet Tuesday afternoon, their grandson, Pfc. Harold De- over the district will have an opinvited to attend the two-day superintendent. Mr. Cairnes, 42, Forms for the examination are
29, at 2:30 in the George long has arrived in Korea and is portunity to see and study this
meeting which will toren at Butler superintendent of Barbourville available at the offices of all loLibrary to elect temporary serving in the front lines. Pfc. farm that has had a complete
city school before coming to
High School auditorium Monday
cal physicians and the completed
rs and discuss organization Delong, 19, attended Fredonia green pasture program with good
morning at 9 o'clock, Mr. Clifi Princeton, received his Masters form is to be presented to the
was announced Wednes- High School prior to entering the utilization through cattle and
from
Degree
the
of
University
said.
teacher when the child enters
Armed Forces in January, 1949. sheep, using silage, barn-dried
Kentucky in 1941. He received
Outstanding speakers have his B. S. Degree in mathematics school, it. was stated. •
hay, and excellent pastures, Maon the committee were
City schools will open on Tuesbeen secured for the meeting wit. and physics at Western
bry explained.
Aide McConnell, Home- B. L. Paris Buys County
State Colday, September 5, and the first
z lege, Bowling Green, in 1930.
Ted Williams, Boston Red Sox slugger, with two three pound Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor of the Seit,
clubs; Mrs. Rumsey Taythe
made
of
be
tour
will
A
farm
Farm; Money Will Be
;Jade classes will be dismissed
He received five months of
iatim club; Mrs. Frank
in the Morning., The afternoon bass caught at Round Pond, Charlotte, jAaine. The .lanky out- Department of Education addresat noon during the month of Sepsing the group on "How Conser- training in
tizok Lovers club; Mrs. Used For New Building
program will include talks by fielder who is just about as skillful wall a casting rod as a bat,
electronics at the Uni- tember. All f irst grade pupils
vation
of
Natural
Resources
Affrom
inwhile
his
arm
fishing
an
spending
recuperating
is
time
tams, Woman's club; Mrs.
versity
of
road,
California,
Hopkinsville
Berkley,
B. L. Paris,
Jerry Sotola, Chicago, assistant
living west of Seminary street
fects All the People." Collus 0. and did
,ackols, Legion Auxiliary; was • the successful bidder for a director of Armour an d Com- jury received in the All-Star game in July.(AP Wirephoto)
U. S. Signal Corps work and sixth grade pupils living west
Johnson,
Murray
State
College,
Star;
Eastern
at LaFayette Vocational School of
:za Nall,
portion of the Caldwell county pany's livestock bureau; Ralph
Darby street will be sent to
will speak on the subject, "Ex- in 1942 and attended a
two-week Butler. This boundary line is
.ry Wilson Eldred, Busi- farm on the Sandlick road con- Donald of the University of MasWith
periences
ConserTeaching
coaching
in
school
at
1934
North-d Professional Women; taining approximately 48 acres at sachusetts; Dr. W. P. Carrigus
subject to change, however, as
Fredonia Man Reported vation -of Resources," and soil western University.
McLin, Rose and Gar- the public auction held at the and other representatives f rom
.
only a limited number can be acMissing In Korean War conservation district supervisors Positions, which he has held commodated
club; Mrs. K. L. Barnes, U. courthouse door Monday, Judge the University of Kentucky.
in t h e two rooms
will address the group, it is as since 1930, include
Freof
of
Dunning
teacher
Ruth
Mrs,
.; and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, William G. Pickering announced.
Rings for practice judging of
stated. Others on the program in- mathematics and science in the there, Mr. Goodaker explained.
Monday
notified
donia
was
. A.
Paris bid $2,350 for the land livestock will be available and Donald Spencer Is
Assignment of pupils to roomc
clude R. S. Jacob, R. A. Mabry, Grant county school system, Wilmorning that her son, Pfc.
,rpmen visiting the n e w which parallels the Sandlick representatives from the UniverWilma Vandiver, Ralph Nelson liamstown; assistant principal at East Side will be made alphz.
was
Student
Dunning,
Exchange
FFA
John Augustus
Friday made a complete road on either side of the build- sity of Kentucky will be in charge
betically throughout t h e six
and Oliver C. Allcock,
and mathematifts teacher at Beamissing in action since July
grades. Teacher assignment for
• the building, directed by ings of the present farm. Paris' of this part of the programs. Visiting Kentucky
Cairnes,
W.
superintendRuel
ver
Dam
High School, Beaver
27, somewhere in Korea.
marts, and were register- farm on the Hopkinsville road ex- Farmers will have the opportunithe first grade rooms is not defiDonald Spencer, 22-year-old
of
ent
City
will
Schools,
on
speak
Dam; principal of Ohio county
Pfc. Dunning, 17, was a sen:..ests at the first official tends to the Sandlick road on ty of judging livestock and re- FFA exchange student from
the subject, "The Place of Con- school system; teacher of radio nite at the present because of the
ceiving instructions and pointers Monmouthshire county, England, ior in the Fredonia High
resignation of Mrs. J. D. Alexan. ;n the new building. In the north side.
followSchool,"
the
in
servation
theory at LaFayette Trade School;
School when he entered the
der, who is moving to Bowling
z the Hospital Auxiliary
was guest speaker at the regular
The money will be used by the on good judging, it was stated.
ed
a
by
entitled,
film
"The
Living
supervisor of electrical training, Green, Mr. Goodaker said.
service. He is the first man
'mono explained to those county as a part of the building
All farmers of West Kentucky weekly meeting of the Princeton
Earth Series."
reportTennessee
Oak
Eastman
Corp.,
county
Caldwell
from
Tentative schedules for openthat the organization fund for a new home for the in- are invited to attend the field. Rotary Club Tuesday night at
The tour of the Brown farm Ridge, and assistant electrical sued missing in the Korean
ing day are announced and necesmuch toward the success- digent citizens of the county, day. Purebred livestock breeders the First Christian Church. He
will start at 1 p.m., conducted by perintendent at Oak Ridge.
fighting.
sary changes will be made to
ration of the hospital and Judge Pickering stated.
are invited to have several of spoke on "Agriculture In BritOliver C. Allcock. Ralph Nelson
place approximately the same
•veil be compared to the
their animals on hand for exhibit ain."
will discuss woodland manage- City To Investigate
number of pupils in each room in
organization in promot- Mrs. Alexander Resigns
Spencer explained that he is in Three Teachers Named
during the day, the county agent
ment and Douglas Travis, Divi •
the future. The following scheCover At Water Plant;
progress of the schools.
partnership with his father on a
concluded.
sion
Game
Fish
State
and
of
dule will be used as a basis of
ding the conference were As First Grade Teacher
250-acre dairy farm. Besides this, ro Butler High Faculty
Commission, will discuss wildlife Operator Commended
Mrs. J. D. Alexander, West
assignment:
-.mk Wood, Mrs. Mary
they grow small grains such as
Three teachers were elected to and fish.
and
Webb
Councilmen
Frank
Gospel Services Start
First grade: A to G, Miss AudF. T. Linton, Miss Sula Main street, has resigned her pooats, wheat and barley, he ex- teach in Butler High School durThe teachers will meet at But- Lee Cardin were appointed by
is Eliza Nall, Mrs. Billie T. sition as teacher of the first grade At Cross Roads Church
plained.
ing the coming term at a called ler auditorium Tuesday morning Mayor Hollowell as a committee ie Green; H-0, Mrs. Nola Lewis;
P-Z, Mrs. Virgie Lane Morse.
to, Mrs. Randolph Hutch- at Butler High School for the
Agriculture in England is wit* ineeting of tlats board of education,
A series of gospel services will
from 9 to 9:30 and will then join to Investigate the old- cover over
Second grade: A to G, Mrs. HilMrs, Walter Rogers, Mrs. past seven years to accept a po- start at the Cross Roads Church intensive than in the United Supt. Ruel Cairnes announced
the city
at
basin
well
clear
the
the
the
Phelps
of
tour
Raymond
Barnett; H-L Mrs. H. C. LesLisanby, Mrs. Frances sition as teacher in the Bowling of Christ on Sunday, September States because of the large popu- Wednesday.
water works at the regular meet- lery
farm,
sponsored
the
by
Kentucky
Mallory;
Mrs. Charles Curry and Green schools, it was learned this 3, with L. E. Finch of Dawson lation with a limited amount of
Paul C. Cunningham, Jr., son of Purebred Livestock Association, ing of the council Monday night. ter; M-P, Miss Minnie
Q-Z, Mrs. B. G. Moore.
week.
melia Gordon.
Springs as the minister. Everyone space. They cannot grow corn and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham, starting at 10 a.m., Mr. Clift said.
The investigation was ordered
Third grade: A to G, Miss Eloise
Mr. Alexander, who has been is cordially invited to attend, the tobacco because the climate is not South Jefferson street, and a
John McLin, Mrs. Owen
by the council following a report
H-0, Mrs. Charles Mcsuitable.
Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mrs. employed as secretary of the announcement stated.
graduate of the University of
of Water Superintendent Hylan Jones;
Mrs. Madie Owens.
Burchett, Mrs. Vernon Three Rivers National Farm Loan
Kentucky in June, was named as
Yates, stating that the State Di- Gough; P-Z,
Fourth grade: A to K, Mrs.
:t. Mrs. F. A. Blewis, Mrs. Association with headquarters in
science teacher.
vision of Sanitary Engineering
Cunningham; L-S, Mrs.
Sisk, Mrs. Charles Lester, Princeton for the past 10 years,
Floyd Hooks, Jr., Hopkinsville,
had given the local water plant a Paul
Curry; T-Z, Mrs. JoseCarter Adams. Miss Jean has been transferred to Bowling
a graduate of Murray State Col"doubtful" rating because of the Charles
,s 'Mrs. Ray Baker, Mrs. Green in a similar capacity with
lege, was named to teach social
condition of the cover, stating phine Moore.
Fifth grade: A to G, Mrs. Kate
rt Coleman, Mrs, Claude Mc- a larger association. The family
that the Old cover is full of holes
science and mathematics and to City,
County
School
H-0, Mrs. Vernon Taylor;
Pruett;
will move to Bowling Green in
11, Mrs. Huel C. Nuckols.
until
athletics.
high
up
and
patched
should be
coach junior
P-Z, Mrs. H. J. Watson.
Leaders Cooperating
a new one is provided.
s G. H. Sharp, Mrs. T. H. the near future.
Mrs. Grace Roberts, former Board Members To Be
Sixth grade: A to M, Mrs. Flora
The report also stated that "The
Mrs. J. W. Hollingsworth,
E. Cooper Crider, West Main In Work To Promote
teacher in the elementary schools Elected In November
R. Y.
plant looks very good and is Creekmur; N-Z, Mrs.
:.rnard Jones, Mrs. Marie street, has assumed the duties as
of Hazard, was employed to teach
Residents of the county not
Hooks.
.;;, ham, Mrs. Cecil Smith, secretary of the local association, Future Prosperity
English. Mrs. Roberts is a daugh- properly registered to participate operating satisfactorily. Mr. Yates
A number of meetings will be
Jones, Mrs. Robert servicing six counties.
ter of Rev. and Mrs. H. G. M. Hat- in the general election to be held is doing a very good job in operheld in Caldwell county during
Mrs. B. K. A m o s, Mrs.
ler and has recently moved with on November 7 may register in ating the plant." It also reported Crippled Children's
the sewage plant in good condithe month of September to proCash, Mrs. Grayson Harher family to Princeton.
Clinic To Be Held At
the office of the county court
Local VFW Members
tion with various parts of the
mote the theme, "Cover the land
Mrs• George Pettit, Mrs.
clerk
between
and
now
Septemplant painted, the equipment in Hopkinsville Aug. 31
Appointed National
with growing vegetation for this
'sly.
ber 8, when the books will be good order and the grounds well
Local GOP Leaders To
Crippled children of Caldwell
fall and winter", as one of the acW. D. Armstrong, Mrs. A. Encampment Delegates
closed, John Morgan, clerk, an- kept.
the
in
county are urged to attend a clinpromoted
be
Rally
Paducah
to
tivities
Attend
rr, Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt,
Princeton
nounced.
of
Eight members
ic -which will be held at Hopkins.4.igh Goodwin, Mrs. Ralph Post No. 5595, Veterans of For- Caldwell County Soil ConservaA number of Caldwell county
The youth said that rationing
Approval of a $60,000 bond isville Thursday, August 31, under
'olph, Miss A n n Randolph, eign Wars, have been appointed tion District this fall, Oliver C. is still in effect in his country. Republicans are planning to atRegistration
Paul
St.
sue to relieve the city and county
the sponsorship of the Kentucky
Allcock, work unit conservationrally
GOP
G G. Harralson, Mrs. CoopDistrict
First
tend
a
This has been continued alter the
delegates to the national VFW enof the current obligation to the To Be Held Sept. 1
Crippled Children's Commission,
courticier, Miss Susie Crider, Mrs. campment at Chicago, August 27 ist, announced Wednesday.
war more to prevent hoarding at the McCracken county
Registration at St. Paul's Or. W. L. Cash, local health diCaldwell County War Memorial
Caldwell
of
attention
the
in
tonight
The
Paducah
in
house
Crider, Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., through September 1, it is anthan because of a shortage of
Hospital fund is expected to at- School, 203 South Seminary rector, announced.
county farmers is called to the food. The only food rearly in interest of the campaign of Char.Rumsey Taylor, Mrs. George nounced.
tract the most interest of Demo- street„will be held Friday, SepAll crippled children who have
and
fall
for
getting
of
nominee
GOP
importance
Dawson,
I.
les
4. Mrs. J. B. Lester, Mrs.
farmcrats and Republicans alike in ternber 1, from 9:30 a. m. until been attending the clinic in the
Delegates appointed include winter cover on the land to re- short supply is meat. "We
was
it
senator,
..1 Day, Mrs. Maurice Humcrops to the United States
the general election in November. 12 noon.
past, and others who need attenJohn Paul Morse, commander of duce soil erosion, to stop leach- ers sell all of our
guaranteed price learned yesterday.
A two-thirds majority is required
Children, who will be six years tion are urged to take advantage
the local post; C. R. Baker, senior ing of plant foods, to provide government at a
StanMrs.
individuand
Todd
Ross
n. j. Frank Guess, Mrs. R. Y.
Juett
to
sell
not
do
we
and
to pass the bond issue which fail- of age on or before January 1, of this opportunity, it was stated.
vice-commander for Kentucky;
increase soil
Mrs. K. L. Barnes, Miss James Catlett. Marvin Pogrotsky, winter pasture, to
als." The average retail price of ley Pace, national Republican ed by 50 votes in last year's vot- 1952, may register for sub-prifertility, and to build security for meat over a yearly period is thir- committeeman and committee- ing.
gia Phelps, Mrs. Raymond
mary courses to be given this Son Of
James Pool, William Oliver, Harthe nation,
Former Fredonia
Mrs. R. W. McGuirk, Miss mon Morse and Charles Stallins. Caldwell county and
ty cents a pound, Wording to woman from Kentucky, and Eddie
The only local officials to be scholastic year, it is reported.
stated.
Allcock
Repubcounty
sells
d,
Jefferson
adde
Black,
Milk, he
Killed Monday
Teacher
Spencer.
officially
open
will
school
The
McGuirk, Miss Carolyn
chosen
are
appointed
three
members of the
C. R. Baker has been
In stressing the importance of
• k, Mrs. Murray Ferguson,
George David Jaco, 19-monthabout thirty cents a gallon lican chairman, are slated to ap- Princeton City school board
Tuesday, September 5.
and
National Commander Clyde the program Mr. Allcock said, for
by
get
will
which
rally
larger
pear at the
gallon is
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
C. Russell, Mrs. Owen
two members of the County
member of national "The cover crops protect the soil 'and the British
underway at 7:30, the announce- school
d. Mrs. Alex Hopper, Mrs. Lewis as a
Jaco, Marshall county, was in
than that of this country.
board. The race between Princess Upsets Legend
security and national and for- surface from the action of rain
jured fatally about 5 p.m. MonSpencer came to Kentucky ment to local leaders said.
Ethridge, Mrs. A. W.
Governor Earle C. Clement s,
affairs committee at the na- drops from August to May when
day when he was struck by an
Mrs. J. Frank Morgan, eign
June 14 and toured several secDemocratic nominee for U. S.
tional encampment, it was stated. one-fourth of the soil losses occur. tions of the state before coming
automobile reported to have been
H. Jaggers, Mrs. Will
Suffers
Jones
Senator
'and
William
Charles
I.
Dawson.
resistance
soil's
the
They increase
driven by Mrs. John Boatwright,
Mrs. Charles Hubbard,
to Caldwell county. He is a high
Republican
is
nominee,
expected
June
and
May
to erosion during
Marshall county, on Highway 58
school graduate and resides 150 Badly Mangled Hand
B. Hubbard, Mrs. Gard- Dances For Farouk
to attract widespread interest in
by adding organic matter to the miles west of London on the
three miles west of Benton, it
William L. Jones, State repre- the county and
throughout
the
annual
soil when one-half of the
was learned here Tuesday.
Jim Walker, Mrs. Willard
Wales border. Other English stu- sentative from Caldwell an d state.
soil losses occur. Legumes In the dents are visiting Texas, Oregon Trigg counties and prominent
Mr. Jac o is well known in
Mrs. Henry Sevison, Mrs.
Petitions bearing names of cancover crops add nitrogen to the and Massachusetts.
Caldwell county, having been
farmer of the_Eddy Creek section,
Lisanby, Mrs. H. K. Wilsoil and increases the the producsuffered a badly mangled left didates for election to the sehool
principal of the Fredonia School
, Mrs. Floyd Dunbar, Miss
boards must be filed in the countivity."
three years ag6.
hand while baling hay on the
-a Williams, Mrs. Homer
Taking
clerk's office between 43
Those cooperating in planning Aaron Cooper
The child was rushed to a Pafarm of Edwin Lamb last Mon- ty court
nen, Mrs. Jimmie L. Mitchand 80 days prior to November 7,
and promoting the covering of the Anti-Rabies Treatment
ducah hospital but died oefore arday afternoon.
Miss Faye Mitchell, Mrs. I; B.
the
;2
deadSeptember
making
vegetation are
antigreen
with
taking
ground
rival. No charges were placed
Aaron Cooper is
• Sr., Mrs. C. J. Pollard, Sr.,
Prongs on the baler were
the local soil conservation super- rabies treatment under the aus- thrust through the palm of the line for filing, the clerk said. No
against Mrs. Boatwright, it was
Mrs. Duke Pettit.
have
filed
been
at
applications
Donald
Oldham,
County
P.
visors, W.
stated.
pices of the Caldwell
hand just above the knuckle
Roberts, P. M. Sell, Edwin Lamb, Health Unit. The treatment is be- joints in two places but X-rays the present, he added.
MaA.
onia Youth First
R.
Jr.;
City
the
on
filled
Posts to be
and M. P. Brown,
ing, given as a precautionary showed no broken bones, memCounty Schools Open
school board are those now held
bry, county agent; James Mad- measure since Mr. Cooper had ber of the family stated.
Victim In County
vocational
Harrelson, chairman
the
Brenda,
died,
Grayson
Monday, September 4
by
Herman
which
dox,
cow
a
handled
t Sheppard, 14-year-old
Schools in the Caldwell county
of the boatel, Mrs. W. D. Armagriculture teachers; Wood Hol- death being due to rabies, accord' Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Resident
Former
Shepsystem will open Monday mornstrong and Rumsey Taylor. Howloway, Charles Hubbard, Lucian ing to the clinical diagnosis, a
, Fredonia is
the first polio
ard McConnell and Dr. Ralph
ing, September 4, Supt. Clifton
Ayers, Robert Hawkins, Roy An- Health Unit official said.
Dies In Denver
in Caldwell county
other two members
Clift announced Wednesday.
this
derson, and Dale Faughn, teachThis makes the fourth case to
J. B. Orange, formerly Cash are the
Mrs/
Dr. W. L. Cash, cotudy
All children entering school
ers of veterans agriculture clas- receive anti-rabies treatment re- Miss Fannie Van Hoosier, daugh- of the board.
Officer, reported.
Princess Margaret Rose, who for the first time must have a
ses; Oliver C. Allcock, soil con- cently because of the death of ter of the late Fate Van Hoosier, In the County school board
Youth was admitted to the
servation service, and E. W. rabid cows, Health Unit Clerk, Piney Grove section, died in Den- election members will be elected is 20 years edd (Aug. 21), appears physical examination a n d first
Hospital in Paducah
in a birthday portrait made grade pupils must have reached
Lamb, production and marketing Mrs. Arney T. Rawls, said.
ver, Colorado, Monday, August in divisions one and two now held here
Y night where physicians
administration.
----by Chester Cravens and G. H. recently at Buckingham palace. their sixth birthdate on or before
Denin
lived
had
Orange
Mrs.
21.
the case as bulbar pol
AWARDED
She cracked the legend that any October 5 to be eligible to enroll,
Marshall.
The Rotary and Kiwanis clubs CONTRACT
1906.
rding to a report from the
Sarnia Genial (above), young
A contract f o r the Princeton- ver since
girl born in Glarnis castle in Mr. Clift said.
providing inforare
Princeton
daughof
of
one
star
include
at to Dr.
the
Survivors
was
Cash Tuesday Egyptian dancer,
of cov- Shady-Grove road (KY 139). a
Scotland will marry before she
importance
daughter
Coleman,
Lin
the
Bobby
on
brothermation
a
nightclub
r.g.
end
sons,
two
and
ter
miles, has been
the French-Egyptian
is 20. The princes, is not yet enMr. and Mrs. Allan Murphey,
the land. "This is an activity distance of three
in-law, M. L. Orange, Princeton. of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coleman,
entertainment imported from ering
help pro- awarded to Corum and Eddespite many rumors of and children, E. Market street,
can
citizen
every
which
staged
Funeral services were conduct- West Main street, spent last week gaged,
contractors,
Madisonville
wards.
Gardner White, Mrs. Ira Monte Carlo for the party
all the people of
with burial in the fam- in Henderson with her sister, romantic attachments. (AP Wire- were in Evansville one day last
,ind c.hildren, Bobby and In Daeuville, France, (Aug. 20) mote to benefit
for $8,729.65, the Department of ed there
week.
Mrs. Rudy L. Bryant and family. photo)
Farouk. Princeton and Celdwell county,"
ily
King
lot.
Egypt's
week.
this
of
announced
honor
Highways
and Joe Hunsaker spent in
Mr. Allcdck concluded.
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gouge the public and foster upon them increased prices above a
fair return of profit, is by far the most deadly enemy of the nation.
—(The Hancock Clarion)
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Selling By Classifieds
By Ewing Galloway
A farmer asked me the other day if I knew anybody that wanted to buy a fresh cow. Another was looking for a purebred boar. A
third wanted ten tons of hay.
"Have you tried a classified ad in your local newspapers?" I
asked all three of them. No, they hadn't.
"Three lines in three issues of the paper will cost you seventyfive cents. That's a lot cheaper than going about the country making personal inquiries by word of mouth, and your chances would
be far better."
The classified columns in your local paper are the best business
institution in your community. If you have something to sell the
chances are forty to one there is somebody who wants it. It may be
a farm or a town house OT a pair of misfit pants. Whatever it is, try
a want ad in your local paper.
I have been using classified ads in our local daily for fourteen
years and nine out of ten have clicked. And ever so often I have
plugged for the want column in a column I write for Leigh Harris'
Sunday paper. Ten years ago the paper had a column and a half of
classified ads. Last Sunday The Gleaner had exactly 120 wants,
some of them containing fifty words.
Four or five years ago I noticed the Union County Advocate
had only three or four want ads. I asked Earle Belt managing editor and man of all work in the office, how come?
"Well, it is a sad sort of story. A lot of people would 'telephone want ads and forget to pay for them. Billing got results
sometimes, sometimes it didn't. So we lost interest in the classified
business."
"Why don't you tell them they must pay in advance?" I asked.
He did and the classified department in The Advocate is pay-
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nce dairy herds were milked by hand, and the
milk taken to the springhouse or the milk train.
Getting it to the consumer before it spoiled was a
major problem. Then the average American family
spent less than $5 a month for all the milk and milk
products, like cheese arid ice cream, that it used.

ing off.
Most weeklies get one dollar for one insertion.

That is a bar-

gain rate.
But this piece is not primarily in the interest of Kentucky
It is to convince the readers of this and over 100
other newspapers that they can sell alinost anything with a want ad.
newspapers.

(Syndicated by The Union County Advocate)
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Today, just as it pays more for nearly everything
it buys, the average family spends about $12 a
month for milk and milk products.

else

But the electricity that keeps it fresh, whips it into
pies and cakes—and does hundreds of other chores
around the house—costs that same family only 84.17

2410 Keel? 1 oday Bossy is almost a symbol
of electric living. Her milk is coaxed from her by
electric milkers, chilled in electric coolers, moved to
market in tefrigerated cars and trucks, kept fresh lo

Go upstairs, downstairs, all through the houte
. . . Electricity is still the biggest bargain in the
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certainly
world
far
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frown;
than to
how the U. N. is brought home to umentary films were given some
with a smile. It is so much easier to smile
off F.M. radio.
"wait on me", or ing, but you will have to take
the people in the western Mtn- distribution in Russia through the
better to say "pleas e" than to say
tries. It is a report to the econom- U. N. information center in Mos"give me this".
street? Is
ic and social council meeting in cow.
What about the hat tipping to the women on the
to a woman on
Geneva, signed by Trygve Lie, U. There are 16 such U. N. inforKentucky Folklore
sorve Ice-cold Coke
that a lost art? I remember seeing a man talking
N. secretary-general, and Jaime mation centers in the world.
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Bodet,
director-ge
Torres
I had
Most of these centers—n
and the good things
his hat in his hand. In one of the nearby cities,
Unesco.
there were men
are headed by U. N. appointees
elevator to go to a certain floor. On that elevator
the women who
that make a salad
One paragraph says "Informa- who are not nationals of the coun. and women. One man took off his hat in respect to
romancing about
woman say,
By GORDON WILSON, Ph. D. so long ago that
tion on the publication of mater- try where they are stationed.
were present. As we got off that elevator, I heard one
culthe
to
seemed
days
early
its
(Western State College)
matter with the
The head of the Moscow U. N.
"That man was a gracious man". What was the
later day per- ials on the United Nations has
The year of 1950 has been a tured Romans of a
been received from White Russia, information center is a Russian,
or
d
rest of them?
Springfiel
e;
appropriat
fectly
very busy one with anniversaries
Czechoslovakia, Poland and the Michael S. Vavilov, who used to
One day, in one of the homes of Princeton, I was visiting and
Fidelity or Podunk came into becamp and reunions in Kentucky. In
Soviet Union. No details have be head of the Russian Embassy
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and
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other
this
with
away
room
a
time,
in
given
sitting
ing at a
Have many places pageants and plays
been given as to the administra- information section in Washingal times.
into the room. I was the only one to rise. I felt like a fool.
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men
that
we forgotten
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I
where
home,
another
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room?
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into
other woman coming
dreds of people w h o otherwise time and the place of the earliest is assumed that responsibility opened.
Visiting with a group, a lady came into the room, and it did my would have known little of the settlements does not rob them of
lies with the Ministry of EducaOn e former Moscow corresfeet.
their
to
rise
present
heart good to see all the men
spirit and history of early Ken- a certain grandeur, maybe not as tion in each country."
pondent (Joseph Newnan, of the
In our churches, where graciousness ought to be shown, it is tucky have been given a painless great as that of ancient Rome, but
Also the report does not list New York Herald Tribune) now
often lacking. When church is over, often the men push themselves lesson in state pride. Some of the great anyway. Some of us have any activity during 1949 in any
stationed in Berlin reported last
helping
even
nor
women,
the
for
open
docr
the
holding
Massaeven
not
out,
older states on the east coast have laughed at Virginia and
iron curtain country, except Cze- June that few Russians know the
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time,
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help
need
famthose who
long known the value of this sort chusetts for marking all the
choslovakia. There it makes a office exists. Lie denied that afbut much can be accomplished in that time by kindness. Perhaps, of thing, but we have not indoc- ous places with bronze plaques, fleeting reference to U. N. reports
ter he came back from Moscow
(be
to
seemed
have
may
world
or
the
a friend may have been won,
trinated our young people with many of which are very hard to forming a part of history and civ- on his save-the-U. N. tour Of
just a little bit better than what the minister said it was, or some Kentucky history as much as we read as we whiz past them in our
ics lessons in the schools.
Europe. He said Muscovites saw
soul was made happy because of a thoughtful deed.
cars. But it is good business, as
should have.
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o
f
ion,
indoctrinat
good
as
well
There are so many times when we can take time to be kind,
A citizen of the world, if such a
ures, however, indicate that about ing over the center at 15 Hohlovthere are so many places wherein we can do a little act of kindness, fellow exists, certainly was first a all of us to go at some tfme to the 33,000 U. N. booklets and other ski Pereulok, Moscow, and that
the
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manifest
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Dominion
so
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there are
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U. N. officials used the offices on
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ious spirit so that life will take on.a significant meaning. The world ty or Needmore. Not to know one's chusetts to see where our two
their visits.
some
around
grouped
place,
little
civcolonial
of
think.
will not seem to be as cruel as some
historical backgrounds is a sort of most noted types
seven hills; Greece was also small, Lie did not say then, however,
Yes, a little bit of kindness will go a long way. Will you help? disgrace, especially when we go ilization began. And tourists have about like one of our medium- how much the Russian people
—(Rev. Floyd Loperfido) around the world to see things to eat and buy gasoline and sleep
used the center. New
post- sized Western counties; Palestine themselves
that may not be any more inter- somewhere; gadgets and
was about a fourth as large as information from Moscow asserts
always
are
souvenirs
and
cards
esting than those in our own
little places that ordinary citizens were among
To be prepared
in order. If the tourist figures for Kentucky. These
back yard.
loved their backgrounds and did the 800 visitors to the center durthese two states could be broken
for hospitality
ing 1949 and said that they saw
Too long, I fear, we have taken
that a very large not hesitate to advertise them, in
As the war in Korea and its dangers appear more evident, we our cue from people who have no down, I suspect
various accepted ways, to the ends U. N. material there without any
Coke on hand
be
keep
could
visitors
the
of
percentage
Bottls Cirtm
become more conscious of the need to be awakened to our respon- setttled abiding place or who have
prior censorship.
persons interested in of the earth. And ancient tourists
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as selected by their military commanders; they are fought where another type of provincialism is the origins
to compare with 1,400 reported durBuy a case or carton
have made America. souvenirs and went home
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far
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battle
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And
found.
in
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Prange,
the enemy
sure to grow up. A very large
brag the rest of their lives about ing 1949 to the center
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Some years ago, after I had having been to the great places another iron curtain area; and
away where the sound of guns and the screeching of shells are to be percentage of our people still live
a
vacafor
England
New
visited
The
are.
battle
us
we
to
come
wherever
heard, but wars have
in small places or in the open
of the earth, where their culture with 1,700 at the Paris center and
fields are the cities, city streets, the homes, and every place where country, may14 not just where tion, I noticed an item in the or faith was born.
1,000 at the Copenhagen center.
a
huge
how
s
telling
people dwell.
they were born but in very simi- newspaper
spent
been
had
sum of money
War brings not only death and destruction, but it brings to the lar areas.
No place just started full- that year in the six small New
surface and into review the sordid nature of man. Greed, covetStates by tourists such
ousness, hate, envy, lust for wealth, selfishness, and all the really grown; it had its early history, England
figure made the total
evil instincts of man are intensified by war. The lust for profit takes its great names, its days of what as I. The
ring look
hold of men who have concealed their sordi4 natures at other the Germans call Sturm und receipts from manufactu
t. So, if for
times, and they see in the great emergencies Ant. come with war Drang, "stress and strife." It is small and unimportan
celebrations such
their chance to enrich themselves at the expense of the people.
well to know these historic facts, no other reason,
as our 1950 ones, big or little, will
We speak of our vaunted liberty and freedom and prate to the so that we can feel ourselves a
bring people from a distance.
world that we, here in the United States, have a superior system part of something significant.
People born in the state will
in
his
poems
Lindsay,
Vachel
and
such
who
preach
and
those
proclaim
systems,
of rule over other
it to the skies, while at the same time they are using that liberty on the building of Springfield, come back for a visit and bring
to enrich themselvei and bring reproach upon the nation. Liberty spoke of the beginnings as import- wives and children born elsethe
and freedom are things that must have a two-fold meaning. Liberty ant, quite as important to the where to initiate them into
is not license to snatch and grab and emass great fortunes at the people of the town as the begin- fraternity of the strange people
nings of Rome were to the Rom- called Kentuckians. People who
expense of the people.
have no particular call to come
We think it worth repeating again and again, that the one ans. Just because Springfield, Ilso im- will come to see these strange
who takes advantage of this war, or any war, to boost their prodits linois, may not have been
as Rome Kentuckians when they celebrate
beyond a reasonable degree, are the real and more deadly enemies portant in the world
why its their pioneers and their local
reason
is
no
be
to
came
of this nation. Russia may infiltrate their slimy spies into every
not
been history.
have
days
earliest
might
corner of our nation, and even there may be those of our own
Ancient Rome was at first a
people in responsibile positions that betray their trust and aid the equally interesting. Rome started
enemy, but they are but an element that can be reckoned with.
But the American citizen who is ho selfish and so greedy for unholy
by Ralph Stein
profit that he takes advantage of such a situation as war affords to
gouge the public and foster upon them increased prices above a
fair return of profit, is by far the most deadly enemy of the nation.
r---(The Hancock Cla+ion)
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Selling By Classifieds
By Ewing Galloway
A farmer asked me the other day if! knew anybody that wanted to buy a fresh cow. Another was looking for a purebred boar. A
third wanted ten tons of hay.
"Have you tried a classified ad In your local newspapers?" I
asked all three of them. No, they hadn't.
"Three lines in three issues of the paper will cost you seventyfive cents. That's a lot cheaper than going about the country making personal inquiries by word of mouth, and your chances would
'be far better."
The classified columns in your local paper are the best business
institution in your community. If you have something to sell the
chances are forty to one there is somebody who wants it. It may be
a farm or a town house or a pair of misfit pants. Whatever it is, try
a want ad in your local paper.
I have been using classified ads in our local daily for fourteen
years and nine out of ten have clicked. And ever so often I have
plugged for the want column in a column I write for Leigh Harris'
Sunday paper. Ten years ago the paper had a column and a half of
classified ads. Last Sunday The Gleaner had exactly 120 wants,
some of them containing fifty words.
Four or five years ago I noticed the Union County Advocate
had only three or four want ads. I asked Earle Bell, managing editor and ran of all work in the office, how come?
"Well, it is a sad sort of story. A lot of people would `telephone want ads and forget to pay for them. Billing got results
lometimes, sometimes it didn't. So we lost interest in the classified
bftsiness."
..<:Why don't you tell them they must pay in advance?"! asked.
Re did and the classified department in The Advocate is paying off. .
Most Weeklies get one dollar for one insertion. That is a bar.
gain rate.
But this pit‘e is not primarily in the Interest of Kentucky
the readers orthis and over 100
v
convince
newspapers. It is '4os
other newspapers tha hey can sell alinost anything with a want ad.
l'he Union County Advocate)
(Syndicated
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nce dairy herds were milked by hand, and the
milk taken to the springhouse or the milk train_
Getting it to the consumer before it spoiled was a
major problem. Then the average American family
spent less than $5 a month for all the milk and milk
products, like cheese and ice cream, that it used.
gdiall KEW? 'today Bossy is almost a symbol
of electric living. Her milk is coaxed from her by
electric milkers, chilled in electric coolers, moved to
market in refrigerated cars and trucks, kept fresh la
electsic re"rigerators.

KENTUCKY

Today, just as it pays more for nearly everything
else it buys, the average family spends about $12 a
month for milk and milk products.
But the electricity that keeps it fresh, whips it into
pies and cakes—and does hundreds of other chores
around the house—costs thatsame family only $4.17
a month.
Go upstairs, downstairs, all through the houce
Electricity is still the biggest bargain in die
average family budget.
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RUMP= POTATO CROP
The United States and Kentucky Departments of Agricultrue
report the United States production of potatoes at 407,392,000
bushels; up almost 17 million
bushels from the July I esti-SUMO. .P.scietuation
yeas -was
401,902,000.
Kentucky's yield is much heavier than was first estimated, and
harvesting will not be completed
for another two weeks. Field
representatives repor t if prices
decline further some fields may
not be harvested, especially
where quality is poor.

Kenland Clover
Seed Production
undergoes Study.

4-H Club Boys Plan
ro Enter Livestock
Judging At State Fair

Wm. M. YOUNG

Four 4-H C 1 u b members attended the first meeting for the
training, of .
Ifteslock_ Judging
team held last week in preparation to enter the livestock judging contest at the State Fair in
Louisville, September 10-16, Millard Maxey, assistant county
agent, announced.
Bennie Mashburn, George Drennan, Henry Traylor and Kenneth
Pugh have entered the contest for
a place on the team and others
wishing to try out for the team
may do so by attending the next
meeting, it was stated.
County Agent R. A. Mabry and
Mr. Maxey pointed out some details on the desirable characteristics of a dairy animal, parts of
the animal, discriminations a n d
disqualifications and discussed
the points with the members.

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Dr. E. N. Fergus of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the
University of Kentucky has re11111110111•11.
11•1110111111111•0iiiiii 4111iiiiii111111.1101.111/
Water Contamination
turned from Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon a n d California
Is Most Dangerous
where he studied the production
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
During Dry Season
of Kenland red clover seed. This
and
Agriculture
of
College
"Make sure that farm ponds do
is an improved clover developed
not become reservoirs of livestock ..iiiiiIISNI Horne Economics
by the Kentucky Experiment StaKeach's in Hopkinsville
diseases during summer dry
tion in cooperation with the
WINTER STORAGE, III
FOR COMPLETE
ing no treatment.
spells," livestock owners are adStates
of
United
AgDepartment
The successful winter storing of
HOME FURNISHINGS
By OLIVER C. ALLCOCK
vised.
It
riculture.
more
PASTURES RESEEDED
hay
produces,
squash and sweet potatoes is a
(Soil Conservation Service)
A twenty acre field was limed
An American Foundation for precise affair; the atmosphere and lives longer than other red
Floyd Jones of t he Fredonia Animal Health bulletin points out
with three tons per acre last fall
must be dry and the temperature clovers.
Dr. Fergus expressed satisfacand disked twice on B. L. Keen- community has constructed a that low water levels and contam- must be held above 50 degrees and
ey's farm, Dawson road. In Feb- 1600 foot drainage ditch on his ination of farm ponds may cause preferably below 85 degrees, else tion with what he saw in the West
and predicted that several milruary, it was seeded to about 20 farm. This is part of his long time much sickness among farm ani- sprouting may start.
lion pounds of Kenland seed
pounds of orchard g r a s s, one farm conservation plan.
mals and bring heavy losses to
An ideal storage, such as com- would soon be on the market anThe V shaped ditch is twenty the owner.
pound of ladino clover and about
mercial gardeners use, is an in- nually in Kentucky and 0th er
five pounds of Lespedeza per feet wide 'at the top with sloping
"Stale pond water may bring sulated room equipped for heatstates.
acre with excellent results, ac- banks. This type of ditch can be about, or intensify, coccidiosis,
ing whenever it becomes too cool.
Western growers have found
cording to Dr. Keeney. The field kept clean easily and economi- stomach and nodular worms,
the ceiling an outlet should be that Kenland clover produces Wet Weather Diseases
In
received an application of 400 cally by use of a mower.
mou,th sores, algae poisoning and placed, and at the floor-line an
high yields of hay as well as of Hit Crops In State
pounds of 6-8-6 fertilizer per
`The ditch will be seeded to Ky. scours," the bulletin says.
intake vent for admitting fresh seed, Dr. Fergus reported. The
Louisville — (AP) — The
Acre in April of this year.
31 fescue and ladino clover in a
"This happens so often that air. The size of each vent in
breeders' seed allocated to them Weather Bureau reported today
Another ten acre field will re- few days to control erosion," Mr. veterinarians sometimes refer to
square inches should be that of each year under provisions of the that recent wet weather diseases
ceive the same treatment this fall Jones said. "It will, drain 1 and these problems as 'stale pond disthe floor in square feet, to assure Federal Seed Project is sown in have affected tobacco and tomaexcept seeding will be done this that has been wet for years be- eases'."
a complete change of air within rows at a rate of about one pound to crops in Kentucky.
fall after disking.
cause the water could not get out.
Another dangerous condition the room in one hour.
an acre on irrigated land. Most
Otherwise, the bureau said,
Renewing old pastures by seed- The old ditch was grown up with arises when shorelines recede due
No air pump or fan is needed, such seedings produce seed the state crops have made
bushes
d
was
an
on
excellent
higher
ing and fertilizing after disking
to lower water levels, Foundation but the principle is used that first year and practically all prois a much cheaper way of im- ground", he continued.
authorities said. Cattle walk in warm and moist air rises to make duce good yields in the second growth recently. Soil is generally
proving pastures and conserving
The SCS technicians assisted the soft mud, leaving holes and
dry enough wver the state to perroom for dry air to flow in at and third years.
soil than plowing and cultivating Mr. Jones in planning and stak- sharp ridges which later harden
Seed harvested from these mit cultivation of late crops and
floor-level, when both vents are
"KEACH'S HAS IT"
before reseeding.
FIRE
ing out the ditch.
when exposed to the sun and air. opened. A good thermometer fields is sown in rows or more for early fall plowing,
however.
WATERWAY SEEDED
"Veterinarians have found that hung waist-high completes the commonly is broadcast at 3 to 6
INSURANCE
Clifton E. Jackson of the Lib- this 'washboard' ground is a ser- equipment.
pounds an acre. These seedings in
Kentucky Lambs Better
erty community shaped and seed- ious hazard to the animals' feet".
do not turn produce seed the first, secThan Western Fed Lambs ed to Ky. 31 fescue and ladino the bulletin said. "It may easily Home gardeners usuallywarrant
ond and third years. Hives of
Farmers attending the fall field clover the waterways in a fifteen cause cuts and bruises. Germs have enough potatoes to
ARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
elaborate as that, but honeybees are placed in the fields
as
storage
a
ExperiAgricultural
the
at
days
acre field which he was seeding lurk in stagnant water, thus gainto pollinate the clover. On t h e
plate I eau,anee Service
ment Station at Lexington were to fescue and ladino clover this ing entrance to cause 'foul foot'. they may make improvisations of average, 100 to 300 pounds of seed
I
Ill W. Market St.
satisfactory
with
have,
they
what
told how Kentucky spring lambs
"Livestock raisers are strongly
an acre is produced the first year
Fifty Kentucky spring lambs
".•
are superior to western fed lambs.
advised to either fence off ponds results.
and 400 to 800 pounds the second
and 50 blackface western fed
put
are
Before sweet potatoes
or to remove cattle when water
and third years.
lambs were slaughtered and their
dried
levels drop, or when scum on the in storage, they should be
It is estimated that 100,000
carcasses weighed, graded a n d
surface indicates that ponds are and let lie in the sun to set the pounds of foundation Kenland
up
broken
into retail cuts. The becoming stale.
sugar. Cushaws need no drying seed will be produced in western
percentage of fat, bone and lean
"This simple precaution m a y out, but are stored immediately. states this year. While most of it
meat were determined for each
save livestock owners a heavy toll All these crops have one thing in will be sown in the same states
cut. The shape and qualitlt of
common—they must be handled in 1951 for the ultimate producof dead and diseased animals."
each cut were recorded.
as gently as eggs.
tion of certified seed, some will
The report given the farmers week.
Now to the storing—the cellar be .allocated to seed growers in
Complete set of Store Fixtures - - - Adaptable
said "the Kentucky spring lambs
The sides of the waterways room with the furnace is excel- Kentucky and other eastern states
were found to be superior in fin- were sloped and worked into a lent, right under or between the for the production of registered
For Many Kinds of Merchantile Businesses. Now
IN
ish and conformation, quality and good firm seedbed before seeding. first-floor joists. A second-story and certified seed, Dr.
Fergus exBeing Used in a Hardware Store
dressing percentage. The carcas- A plow, disc and cultipacker room over the one in which a plained.
ses from Kentucky lambs had a were used for the job.
fire is kept continuously is good.
total higher percentage of edible
"I used three times the usual So is a closet alongside a chimMoving to New Location.
meat, a lower percentage of bone amount of seed on the waterways ney flue. So would be, if it were Light Peach Crop Is
and a higher percentage of meat to insure a thick sod", Mr. Jack- permitted, the living room or the Reported For Kentucky
Will be available around September 15th.
in the high-priced regions."
son said.
The 1950 peach crop will only
kitchen, the boxes or baskets
After the waterways are estab- hung at the ceiling. Under the be a drop in the bucket to take
lished, the field is to be terraced. bed, is distinctly a poor place, as care of the needs of our people
The sod waterways will be used there the air is coldest.
in Kentucky, accor4ing to Harry
as terrace outlets. This is a part of
Wrapping each potato in paper F. Walters, Commissioner of AgMr. Jackson's conservation farm is a good precaution against dis- riculture. Many orchards have no
plan.
ease-spread, and the paper has peaches to ship, and very few
MAPS RECEIVED
insulating value. Packing the orchards have approximately 50
Your
In Hopkinsville It's
Ebb
for
maps
capability
Land
sweets in sand or dry earth per cent of a normal crop. The
Wilcommunity;
Asher, Liberty
Headquarters
serves the same purpose, and it cause of this is the result of the
liam H. Oliver, Dripping Springs; is warmer, too. But sawdust is late spring freeze.
For
Ralph C. Mors e, Farmersville; poor material, as it may come
Kentucky is not alone, as our
Norman J. Cannon, Creswell; S. into case when the weather is neighboring states also were hit.
E. Teewery, Old Quinn, and J. G. humid.
However, there should be ample
Phone 717
Phone 3226 Drennon, Eddy Creek, have been
Hopkinsville Rd.
supplies from Michigan, arriving
received at the local soil conserin Kentucky around September 1,
Princeton, Ky.
vation district office this week.
to take care of the folks who must
have their peaches.
Henderson county homemakers
are assisting the county health
department in making a survey
of health needs.
It is estimated that 5,000 acres
in Logan county will be seeded
to permanent pasture during the
early fall season.
In many counties throughout
the state, blight has destroyed or
SEE THESE AT
greatly reduced the tomato crop.
When a homemakers club was
organized at Plano schbol in Warren county, it raised to 23 the
number of clubs in the county.
(Incorporated)
W. A. Caudill of Rowan county
sold 45,000 pounds of milk in six
West Seventh at Cleveland Avenue
months from a herd of 10 cows.
Several hundred acres of corn
Ky.
Marion,
263-W
115
and
380-W1
Telephone
Phone
opkinsville, Ky.
in Fulton county were treated
with anhydrous ammonia.
In Daviess county, toxaphene
has been widely and effectively
What an expansion of telephone facilities for
used against bud and horn
}lye short years! The number of Southern Bell
Worms.
telephones in service has been increased from
Eleven homemakers clubs in
1,805,980 at the end of World War II to 3,366,000
Hopkins county had speakers on
today—nearly doubled. Thus, in five years' time,
International Day who had been
we have achieved an increase in telephones as
citizens of foreign countries.
large as the increase for the first 63 years of our
* Four poultry producers in
company's history.
Grayson county are planning to
It?
broilers.
house 16,000
And here's more of the five-year picture of progress:
William Stewart of Pike counRURAL TELEPHONES tripled . ..
ty will seed about 50 acres of
from 144,721 to 434,000.
*NkA.Y.
and
hillside land to redtop, fescue
LONG DISTANCE CIRCUITS nearly
lespedeza for sheep pasture.
)t
t'e
doubled, going from 9,300 to 16,500.
Good potato seed and good
methods combined to produce
AMOUNT OF MONEY INVESTED
•
bumper crops of Irish potatoes in
IN TELEPHONE FACILITIES more
Wolfe county.
than doubled, advancing from $389,-)
Use of coke by burley growers
600,000 to $837,000,000.
is gaining popularity in Trigg
SERVICE ... clearer, faster and
county.
more ,dependable.
Approximately 2,500 acres of
•
corn in Ballard county were
The South has experienced five years
treated with anhydrous ammonia,
of unprecedented growth ... and a
muc.h of it showing satisfactory
tremendous upsurge in telephone
results.
demand in town nnd on the farm. •
Meeting this demand has meant
Try A Leader Classified Ad!
not get
constructing new buildings, insee how you could pay $1,000 more and still
...
in
Come
Calif.
Says Walter Boyd, Los Angeles,
stalling new central office
dependability
all Dodge extra room ... ease of handling...famous
equipment and thousands of
. . . driving rape you've never experimiles of wire on pole lines
‘7.111, can surely spare 5 minutes---'
deand
ruggedness
it takes enced before . . .
mile
in cables,For each teleand
IL espeeially when that', allpay
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you
save
to
pendability
$1,000
could
to are etaetly how youeverything
things that belong
are
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added today, these
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after
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for
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more without getting
to Dodge . . . and only in Dodge do
facilities arc costing nearly
gives you!
•
all!
them
get
you
;or.
t."."
behind the
twice as much as in 1945.
Yes, in just 5 minutes
that Come in today, see how easy it is to
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1•mel.
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"
.t.
i
j
wheel. you'll discover roominess
of your choice.
Dodge
new
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own
you
4:14
give
don't
Isse'41448(70-c
Cars costing much more
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
ek Ti,„• eir—f
Telephone service is one of the nation's great
C•44464
assets in any time of emergency. Our facilities and
°GOOD VALUE
11.440/1
the skill of telephone men and women were never
• IN GOOD TASTE
so far advanced as they are today. Whatever )
! Man Ike hasestiamkad am/
.
alsoi• Any *Alta me
communications needs may arise, they will be
see
met to the utmost.
By R. A. MABRY
(County Agent)
clover and timothy cut
to acres produced three tons
cutper acre from the first
Otthe Tom Lewis farm,
to
d community, according
wis. The field was treated
200 pounds of super phoslast fall and had been treatsame amount
th about the
cheat the fall before. The
with a total
bad been limed
t five tons per acre in
.
•plicatons• SED INCOME
lotions equivalent to 360
600
of ammonium nitrate,
s of 20 per cent phosphate
0 pounds of 20 per cent pot,1 dark fired tobacco gave
reused income of $40 over
lot receiving one-half that
t of fertilizer growing the
variety in the fertilization
'to on the Princeton SubFarm, according to Lowry
ell, assistant superintendthe farm. The heavier fer• plot produced four to five
as much as the plot receiv-

V-Shaped Drainage
Ditch Can Be Kept
Clean With Mower

1

THE GARDEN 1

Fredonia, .Ky

ATTENTION

ALL STORE OWNERS!

For Sale---

BARGAINS

Used Machinery

1-U. C. Allis-Chalmers Tractor

1-W. C. Allis-Chalmers Tractor

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

See Them In Use Now

1-B. Allis-Chalmers Tractor
1-Moline Tractor

Cayce- Yost Company

Ferguson Tractors

1-Moline Combine

Ky. Farm News

Good Condition

1-New Holland Hay Baler

(RIDER itt DAWSON

Ready To Use

Sales and Service

Since August, 1945...

We've Nearly Doubled the
\ Number of Telephones

Household and Commercial

The Planters Hardware Co.

REFRIGERATION
All Work Guaranteed

ge're still on the run!

•..

//

P

I

spent5 minutes and saved'$1000

MEMORIALS

NEW=DODGE

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.3.
Phone

S. Jefferson St.
•.•

seessessam.evanr -vis,"rtratikillEMPIONNIW

Henry & Henry
Phone MII4

SOUTHERN REL( TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Primes's% Sy.

r'S

AillatettinfMt Stkiketr teroeseste....

•

r..14/440/04.,14.4.041,1,1o,

Thursda ,Au
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Mr. and Mrs. Boothie Morse, EdMr. and Mrs. William Brels- dyville.
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Established 1907
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Fred Talley and _son, Barry, all bf Cook, M r s. Robert B. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Virgil Cum- been ordered overseas o nhis
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs. Hom- and daughter, Rolemary, of Pikemings, 306 White street, on the turn to camp.
er Brelsford, of Memphis, spent ville, Ky., and Mrs. W. T. Tucker
birth of a son, Randal Virgil
Mrs. Neal Angel, of Sanford,
Cummings, August 13.
Florida, is visiting her parents, Sunday afternoon at Kentucky of Detroit, left for their homes
Monday after a ten-day visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Mad- Lake.
C • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brown and their parents, Mr. and Mrs. N.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph James Mc- isonville street.
Dowell, 700 Madisonville street,
Mrs. G. W. McConnell, Louis- daughter, Becky, of Fort Camp- C. McCarty.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Jolly
on the birth of a son, Joseph Lar- ville, is visiting her parents, Mr. bell, spent the weekend with reland daughters, Judy Carol and
ry DcDowell, August 14.
and Mrs. R. S. Mason, Eddyville, atives and fri,encls here.
Mrs. J. S. Stinebaugh, Hop- Divan Rose, Miss Julia Grace
and Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConkinsville street, has been visiting McCarty and Mr. George Mueler
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STRENGTH BUILDING
English at Clark County High Adkins, Port Huron, Mich., spent and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ChilMILK FROM
the weekend with Mr. Boaz' dress of Louisville have returned
,
, school, Winchester, Ky.
PRINCETON CREAIAERY
Mrs. Bill Wayland, of Coving- mother, Mrs. Emma Boaz, and from a tour of the South, stopping in Tampa, Silver Springs,
ton, spent the weekend with Mrs. other relatives and friends.
Rev. Opal Miller has moved Miami, Daytona Beach, St. AugDana Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. Littleton Groom from Moline, Illinois, to Fredonia Ustine, and many other places of
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Mr. and Mrs. Lowry Caldwell
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COOL WEATHER IS NEAR
HAVE YOUR WINTER
CLOTHES CLEANED NOW

Don't wait until the first cold snap has come to
have your winter clothing cleaned and pressed.
Come in now and let us have you prepared when

See

Old Man Winter gets here.

4
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404

A full, exciting week of entertainmutt, education, and thrills at the
Kentucky Homecoming Stahl Feld

Or.

You are always assured of quality service when
we do your cleaning work. We have bulit our
reputation on years of efficient, economical dry
cleaning service.
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Tuition
Princeton. White School
1,527.11
Sinking Fund
1.59
Paint & WallService
eral Fund of the City Board of ine Blackburn, Eddyville, and ton, spent the weekend with Mrs.
Private Tuition and
Coma.
2,583.33 Petty Cash
195.88 E. C. Shirmer Music
533.43
Education was $1,311.59 on June Miss Fannie Newsom, Princeton, Jack P'Pool.
0.
Z662.46
Miscellaneous
.57
235.54 Western Auto
2,044.81 Otis Stephens
30, 1950; and the balance in the were the out-of-neighborhood visCo.
Lumber Co.
3.08 Receipts from sale of prop40.53 G. Shirmer
Try A Leader Classified Ad!
itors.
Harry's Grocery
126.84 Butler High School General
Sinking Fund was $801.78.
9.78 erty and insurance adumber Co.
Fund
12.00
246.55 C. S. Tandy •
Signed: Estella G. Stephens,
30.00
Dotson High School
11 Electric Co. 3,269.80 First National Bank ..
797.60
justments
150.95 Arnold
10,097.50 Hammond & Stephens
Treasurer.
1,435.08
100.00 Rescoeuirpets
Winkenhofer
by
eafrom non-revenue
John Mahan
12.80 E. C. Ward
16.00 Cornette's
I, J. W. Myers, Cashier of the
188.15
Co.
Bros. Plbg. &
318.43
Arspold Ligon Truck
18.20
H. W. Wilson Co. . .
First National Bank, do certify
The Fideler Co.
2.36 Receipts from temporary
758.95
o.
Line
41.51 Jack Dayton &
that the Princeton City Board of
American Book Co
.51
2,005.56
amlett
10,000.00
loan
Railway Express
13.37 Grolier Society
Sons
e
Education had on deposit in
9.90
109.30
ton Leader
Receipts
Total
Grand
3.18 Burrough's Adding Machine
Agency
General Fund the sum of $2,205.43
Americana Corporation
5.00
67.95
County Times
$148,808.47
Balance
and
G. C. Morrison & Co
11.49 School Film
5.60
Co.
on June 30, 1950 and $801.76 in
103.00
Service
County Health
RECAPITULATION
Floyd Weeks
60.00 Louisville News Co
612.29 Dick Watters
the Sinking Fund on June 30,
38.50 Total Receipts and
300.00 W. B. Major
14.00 School Film Service
44.28 Ruel Cairnes
1950.
38.50
$148,808.47
Balance
Lunchroom &
Walker's
4.84 University of Ky.
3.00 John B.
Signed: J. W. Myers, Cashier.
Pulliam
22.68 Total Disbursements
147,496.88
4,836.03 William Service Station
2.93 Central School Supply
State of Kentucky,
Chester Travelstead...
12.60 June 30, 1950, Balance
1,311.59
125.32 Eldred Hdwe. Co.
54.06
488.54 Mrs. Mary
Maddox ....
Co.
County of Caldwell, as:
Agnes Altotional
rsitngNa
rrid
coo
BaBlaancke ain
50.13 Cunningham Insurance
244.18
Louisville Chemical Co.
Subscribed and sworn to beexander
1,177.38
621.85
Arlington Seating Co.
fore me a Notary Public in and
2,205.43
OuBtsatnakndSintagtecmheeonkts. Nos..
42.72 Mrs. Mary McGregor
Howard D. Happy Co.
for the County and State aforeBarnett
1,465.76
569.45
Nashville Products Co.
said, by Estella G. Stephens, and
Miss
1,465.41
Lee
Robert
Beck
1016,
1006,
974,
1004,
Meadows Office Machine
J. W. Myers, this 21st day of
V.
Kendall
2,2
Bryant
2
06
85..4
8
1074,
1072,
8
6
1052,
,
0
7
2
07
0
1
167.00
Co.
August, 1950.
893.84
Mrs.
Cantrell
Ora
American School Board
Signed: Dixie Lois Jacob,
Phone 63
Madisonville, Ky.
arm located 2 miles north of Farmersville on
Mrs.
Margaret
B.
alance
50
B
Actual
10
k
1
jone
30
B
13.50
Journal
Notary Public.
1,311.59
to
1,
Chambers
1,467.98
No.
trade
for
lot
house
route
and
mail
I
My Commission expires 5-24-54.
National Literary
2,224.00
SINKING FUND
92.05 Cliff J. Cox
•
League
ty limits. 56-acre farm, 50 acres tillable
Mrs,
J.
Fund
Louisa
Craig
Sinking
1,349.66
Cash in
88.19
Charles Scribner's Sons
814.65
Mrs. Flora H. CreekJuly 1, 1949
, limestone base, good fences, plenty of
Ky. Assn. of Colleges and
„
mur
1,553.67 Transfers from General
2.00
Schools
Sec.
water, good well in yard for home use.
Sinking Fund,
Mrs. Sarah Akin
to
Fund
Colof
Assn.
Southern
Crider
1,504.89
has nine-tenths acre burley base, young
leges and Sec.
20.00 Mrs. Marie J. CunSchools
ard, electricity and telephone.
1,139.19
ningham
18.40
Union Library Assn.
1,592.51
his is a nice place for rural living, nice house,
3.07 Mrs. Mayme M. Curry
Chandler's
3,046.40
286.50 Russell Goodaker
Friday, August 25th.
Puritan Chemical Co.
rge rooms, practically new. Farm can be
Miss Pamelia Gordon
1,514.67
Hearsum's Superior
Miss
Audie
Green.
1,462.88
ed with or without livestock and farm tools.
29.55
Products
2,899.20
101.83 John Hackett
Beckley-Cardy
have 5 young milk cows and 5 brood sows.
1,660.48
528.12 John Hicks
School Service Co.
1,612.40
.0 are interested in trading no cash is neces42.50 Mrs. Melodean Hicks
Mutual Music Co.
1,474.01
51.50 Miss Virginia Hodge
McConnell Electric Co.
2,922.80
4.96 C. A. Horn
Silver Burdette Co.
1,442.81
Miss Eloise Jones
Educational Test
ROUTE
FARMERSVILLE EXCHANGE, WRITE
1,553.38
3.56 Miss Gladys Knott
Bureau
1,559.97
7.60 Miss Mary F. Lester
Orr Iron Co.
1, OR SEE RALPH MORSE
1,321.24
3.06 Mrs. Nola Lewis
Houghton-Mifflin Co
3,270.80
135.71 James D. Maddox
Scott Foresman Co
1,485.00
234.56 Miss Mary Beth Mills
E. M. Hale.& Co
1,389.42
19.78 Mrs. Mildred L. Moore
Gane Bros. & Lane
1,480.17
103.84 Mrs. Josephine Moore
The Selig Co.
1,313.04
4.71 Mrs. Modine McGough
Charles H. Bunch Co
1,381.41
1.00 Mrs. Madie P. Owens
The Quarrie Corp.
4,031.20
35.52 C. T. Pollard
Duro-Test Co.
1,117.72
42.63 Mrs. Kate Pruett
A. C. McClurg Co.
'1,711.48
Presenting
2.40 Miss Nancy Stowers
Chappel Co.
1,260.34
3.35 Mrs. Carrie Talley
Tracey Music Co.
AN
AMAZING
DISPLAY
1,463.16
2.52 Mrs. Vernon Taylor
Student Book Store
of
1,572.48
McKee
Mrs.
Thomson
Surplus Property
SPANGLELAND STARS
9.10 Mrs. Virgie Lee L.
Agency
1,29845
Morse
100.76
Including
D. T. Davis Co.
1,837.60
23.72 Paul TiUman
• HELEN HAAG
Lyons and Carnahan
TillJane
May
Mrs.
and her world-famous
Children's Reading
1,422.60
man
30.06
Service
of the Jungle
Chimpanzees
1,417.01
32.60 Mrs. Beatrice Turley..
Ginn & Co.
1,377.52
. . . monkeys, ponies, dogs,
7.99 Mrs. Margaret Walker
Row Peterson & Co
Mrs. Mattie Lou
Clarkson Publishing
* LEON SNYDER
Prices are down
1,380.16
Watson
.04
6.29
38
Co.
and the famous
Wood
1,495.00
Dorothy
Miss
Co.
World Book
1,722.88
Alvin
Anthony
m
t
LIBERTY
HORSES.
5.49
Keystone View Co.
Thelma
lniaMae
0
336..006
• DOLL SISTERS
Strobels Music Co.
1,044.60
Campbell
Liebschutz Book Store
the world's youngest Stars of the
2,029.58
27.0 James Polk Griffey
Shackelton's
air, in the
Phone 2061-2
1,222.20
Lula
Mrs.
Hampton
Rich woven ginghams
Eisler Office Machine
Johnson
1,609.86
Gerraline
Miss
Hollywood Aerial Ballet
10.00
Co.
fine high count solid
and
1,480.17
Jones
Lou
China
-Miss
25.00
L. C. Meece
• CAPT. EDDIE KUHN
1,461.96
Ben McCutcheon
percales to save
color
Harding & Miller
the
laTIMM*.
1,487.57 -in the Steel arena battling
14.00 Miss Juanita McNary
SIZES
Music Co.
ol dolback-to-scho
group on tour today.
ou
mixed
only
‘P •
225.00 Mrs. Willa Russell
Remington Rand, Inc.
6 TO 16
• FRANKIE LOU WOODS
and 7
3-6x
Sizes
650.83
lars.
Southers
L
Office
Bros.
Cole
MITERRO
and her famous
1,500.60
Stephens
1.00
D.
J.
Mrs.
Co.
$2.98.
at
Equipment
o 14. Others
1,067.71
. ?
11.09 P. D. Darnell
2061-20
"HANG OF DEATH."
Carl Fischer, Inc. ....
1,491.20
Fralick
E.
N.
Music
Chas. E. Wells
• SHIRLEY TEMPLE
1,198.34
More for Your Money
Jimmie Lee
389.80 -the world's largest performing
Willard Mitchell
I.
Q,
sister,
her
Susie
THAN EVER BEFORE!
185.30 elephant Ewin Smith
1,107.40 and the baby elephants, Mary
Lonnie Vinson
4,136.60 and Jane.
First National Bank
IS
Look what you get for 1.49! Sturdy 8 oz. blue
,
Federal Reserve Bank of
27 DISPLAYS OF 27
3,489.70
St. Louis
denim, Sanforizedt with double orange stitching
2,853.61
OUTSTANDING
State Treasurer
at the seams, and reinforced with rivets at all
Business Men's AssurACTS
CIRCUS
points of strain. There's a smooth working zipper
373.35
ance Co.
Sponsored by the Princeton
4.80
B. J. Ford
fly, and extra-heavy sailcloth pockets. Add up
282.91
Mrs. Carter Adams
Rotary Club
these features.Your answer is Penney's THRIFT155.26
Mrs. Press Adamson ..
•
153.35
METIC.
Show Grounds Ligon Truck
Mrs. W, D. Armstrong
•
296.70
Mrs. J. T. Robinson ..
Terminal, North 62 Hwy.
108.35 Performances at 3 and 8 P.M.
Mrs. W. E. Willis ....
204.94
Mrs. W. P. Kirkman ..
Doors open one hr. earlier.
108.93 Admission
Mrs. Craddock Jaggers
Adults $1.38
57.15
Mrs. Katie Harmon..
65e
Children
MISSES'
CHILDREN'S
BOYS'
90.02
Miss Pervis Groom ..
8.60
Mr. Adrian Cravens..
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INANCIAL REPORT
RINCETON CITY SCHOOLS
Princeton, Kentucky uly 1, 1949 to June 30,1950

SHEEP FOR SALE

300 black-faced North Western
short yearling ewes, ready for immediate breeding. Also 6 Southdown and 10 Shropshire rams.

FARM FOR SALE

BASIL M. BROOKS

PRINCETON

One Day Only

BACK-TO-SCHOOL
BOYS' FULL CUT

Big Mac*
Denim
Jeans

„. MARK OF
UMBuff QUALITY

Pr

COOL SUMMER
COMFORT

HEALTHY
YEAR ROUND
TEMPERATURE

Y COMPLAIN
)UT THE HEAT?

SULATE

\a‘

PLAIDS 'n
PLAINS

INSULATE
NOW

$198

1•49

teako'4

/4 "
010

.111111111111•11111111111
COTTON PANTIES SPORT SHIRTS

There Is No Easy Way
Of Home Laundering
Even with the finest modern home
laundry equipment you still have to
handle the clothes and lift the damp-dry
clothes from the spinner. You have to
spend hours ironing.

Your favorite low-cut dress pumpsfm,
rich, soft suede Joequolines
or brown ...famed for their smart
styling, quality and craftsmanship.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

When you send your laundry to
Towery's and have the All-finished service your only work is to put the clean
laundry away when it is returned.

TOWERY'S LAUNDRY
PHONE 3611

PRINCETON. KY.

25c

$1.49

Long sleeved cotton.
SAVE! Flat knit cotton Plain or figured patterns.
panties in white and Rich new colors. Sizes
4-18.
pink. Sizes 2 to 14.

SADDLE
OXFORDS
Sizes 4-9

$4.49

Also for Little Sister,
Sizes 81
2 to 3
/
$3.79 - $3.98

A'!!

A E!!
WOMEN'S

MEN'S

WOMEN'S

SUMMER
DRESSES

SUMMER
PANTS

SUN DRESSES

$3.00

$3.00

nly a few are left from
ast week's special purchase. BUY AND SAVE.

Rayon Poplins and
Sharkskins. 29-34.

J. C.Penne Co.

$1.00
One rack, reduced to
clear at this low, low
•rice.

Princeton, Ky.

"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
44114 ,rtt,

•

Family Institutes
Consider Problems

News From The Past

U. K. President At The Churches
Urges Students To
Return To School

C. A.Woodall Insurance Agency

Just give it plenty of exercise

SAVE MONEY 4„
Gas at Cornick's
PRICES REDUCED

Regular.Gasoline
Ethyl Gasoline

,Au.ust 24,

lt

ments, Improvement of Church
Chicago — (AP _
programs and farm credit by
Ralph J. Ramsey of the College
of Agriculture and Home Econom- nation', should be eras
tot. The discussions were based
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those
money is needed to on information given in the home from her job
much
How
almost
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county
become a farm owner? At what morning_ address on, trends in
of Twitse40 years ago retozded nowhere hut -in the- yellowed files
itielhoura-tither-son farming ar- farm prbductlon and family liv- -hggagf?eragrehrebilh:laegoi.:jI3aVhcSI:reklieztadteanooulaYkda:yaitzlickaauttart474
Leader
regular
a
as
published
A-Week Leader of those years will be
rahgements begin? Should each ing, changes in the rural church
rePrinceton
the
feature. - The articles are reproduced just as
family member have money of program and the land tenure situporters. shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
a
hasCfagdgoereinngblroetwreaTile
his own or should it be kept in ation.
.
friends and
Dec. 4, 1914. Alex Rowland and of Eddyville, visited
a common fund? Whet can the
at the close
issued
statement
A
•
week.
last
here
soil
relatives
conand
encourage
or eight years old ime
son, Roy, James Thompson
church do to
of the institutes said:
• • •
Presley Blackburn of Flatrock,
sonmotoreg
servation and family-sized farms?
community of farm owners
Quis"A
Maude
Miss
1915.
8,
Jan.
questions
left Wednesday morning for TamThese were some of the
in better farming, better and
Lucy
results
Miss
and
ibit
Cobb,
of
enberry,
pa, Florida, where they will make
discussed at institutes held this churches and better schools. It is year."
Terry of this city are visiting
Owsley, Crittenden
their future home.
in
summer
ity
part of the church's responsibil
Mrs. Lizzie Travis at Fredonia.
and Butler counties.
to encourage soil conservation and August
S
Mh7s Perle HawDec. 11, 1914.•
men
Clearance
fifty
Three hundred and
ownership of farms by those who
12, 1911. Messrs. Sam Kolthorne-. hes.--eMered college at
over 25 com- till the soil. The details of a ren- ROCK SHARPE CRY
from
women
and
GadChas.
Young,
Hubert
Warrensburg, Missouri, and is tinsky,
munities attended the three in- tal arrangement should be flexiDollar, Edwin Cash
taking a course in art and other die, Steger
STEM WARE
on, "The Rural Church ble and should vary to fit the
Pastitutes
to
went
and Edwin Koltinsky
studies,
and the Farm Family." The contributions of each party. A
• • •
ducah last night to see the Evmorning programs consisted of good father-son farming arrange- Walker's Drugs & j
" show at the Kentucky
added thrill at the start of
Dec. 1, 1914. Mrs. J. W. Hol- erywoman
addresses by W. C. Lassetter, vice ment begins when the boy is six
THE RACES: Fans at the Atlantic City Race Track got an
AT
RODEO
Theater.
DIAL 3211
rePiercy
W.
Culmone
W.
Mrs.
lingsworth and
Culmone at the barrier.
• • •
and editor of The Proa first race recently when Artena unseated Jockey Joe
A starter president
field.
the
of
of this city spent Wednesday very
rest
the
over
to
victory
WilArtena
riding
Rev.
and
the
g
gressive Farmer;
Feb. 16, 1915. Mrs. J. B. Lester deemed himself by remountin
pleasantly in Eddyville with their
liam Walker, executive secretary
daughter, Lavergne, and runs in at right to aid the jockey. (AP Wirephoto)
aunt, and grandmother, Mrs. J. and little
of the Kentucky Council of
Catlett spent SunBAPTIST
Nannie
Miss
DE
NORTHSI
P. Haile.
day with Mrs. Sid Lester at OtRev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor. Churches; the Rev. Ray SchondelRadio Service, Sunday at 7:30 meyer of Marion; Ed F. Daniels,
Dec. 22, 19147 Misses Frances ter Pond.
• • •
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Earl Welch and Harry Young of
a. M.
Eldred and Marjorie Kevil, stuAssociates
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
the College of Agriculture and
March 2, 1915. Mrs. Fred Taydents of the Kentucky college at
Sunday School-10 a. M.
of
University
,
m
a
D
Economics
Services:
Beaver
to
Home
called
Sis Baker
Danville, arrived Saturday to lor was
Roberta Eisi
Russell Woodall
Preaching-11 a. in.
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Kentucky. A basket dinner was
spend the holidays with their Sunday on account of the illness
Training Union-6:45 p. In.
m.
a.
11:00
at
Service
meeting.
Worship
served at each
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. Eldred of her father.
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Pnid
Evening Worship-7:45 p. rn.
aa Alb
• • •
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
and Mr. and Mrs. L. Kevil.
of Prayer—Wednesday, In t h e afternoon the groups
Hour
man
young
a
not
or
Whether
•
•
•
Sunday.
March 19, 1915. District Forester
were led in a discussion of rerstal
Virgil Smith
C. A. Woodall
7:45 p. m.
should enroll in college during the
Evening Worship at 7:30.
arrangements, getting started in
Jan. 5, 1914. Miss Alma Kin- Warden Henry Towery, who has
is answered
emergency
current
OFFICES
Wedneseach
Rehearsal
Choir
Allen
and
arrangeBarren
Cash,
in
r-son
over
the
a
Elizabeth
I
been
and
Miss
farming,
solving
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
follows by Dr. H. L. Donovan, day at 7:00 p. m.
counties on business for several as
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
of the University of
president
Fredonia
Princeton
Mario'
mornthis
home
days, returned
William E. Cunningham, pastor DONALDSON BAPTIST
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Kentucky:
STOMACH SUFFERERS ing.
Pastor
Ladd,
B.
W.
Rev.
a.m.
9:45
School
pastor
Sunday
Rev. Floyd Loperfido,
• • •
GET AMAZING RELIEF
Tel. 9
"Any young man who has been
g
Tel. 2441
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 cm.
SUNDAY
The HARVEY STOMACH
m.
April 23, 1915. Mrs. Shell R. in college and who has done suca.
11
Worship,
Morning
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Established 1907
TREATMENT goes further Smith of Rockford, Ill., was called cessful work would be wise to
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
Young People's Service 8:00
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
than most stomach treatments here Monday on account of the re-enter; likewise, it would seem
Sundays)
ourth
(Second-F
p.m.
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
on the market today. It is made death of her father, Col. J. W. advisable for the student who has
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
up of four different medicines. Hollingsworth.
proposed to enroll in college in WEDNESDAY
prayer
evening
Service
Wednesday
Mid-Week
is
s
p.m.
7:00
ingredient
3
his
•
.
One of the main
September to continue with
service 7:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
belladonna.
May 4, 1915. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. plans."
We guarantee this wonderful Leech and Miss Clara Mae Smith
Local draft •boards are author- OGDEN METHODIST
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
medicine to relieve ulcer pains, have returned from a five weeks' ized to defer men in college atRev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
and that acid, gassy, belchy, visit to California.
the
of
remainder
tendance for the
Church School, 9;.45 o'clock
World Renowned Road
services every secPreaching
nervous and lack of pep feelare
they
school year for which
• • •
Morning Worshigi, 10:45 o'clock ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
ing. Compare its price with
June 18, 1915. Otis Smith and enrolled, and this would mean
Berard for
Methodist Youth Fellowship, and 7 p. m.
other stomach preparations.
ek.
Claude Lester are Spending a few that any student who had not
Prayer meeting every ThursStart this treatment today — days with friends at Otter Pond. been called before the middle of 6 o'clock
Life
Long
and
mg
Erono
o'clock
7:30
Evening Worship,
• • •
day night at 7 p. m.
there is no need to suffer. Ask
September might reasonably exWednesday Evening Service, 7
Sunday school every Sunday
your druggist for Harvey TabJune 25, 1915. Miss Mayme Mc- pect deferment until the close of o'clock
morning at 9:45 a. m.
lets. SOLD ONLy AT
Chesney is visiting the family of the school yearin June, President
WOOD DRUG STORE
FIRST BAPTIST
W. R. McChesney of the Farm- Donovan said.
CUMBERLAND
PRINCETON, KY.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
ersville community.
A supplementary policy, he
PRESBYTERIAN
9:45 a. rd. Sunday School
pointed out, authorizes occupaW. H. Tallent, minister
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
tional deferment for the regisSunday School, 9:45 a. m.
trant who has completed at least
6:15 p.m. Training Union
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
one academic year of a full-time
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
4
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
course of instruction at a college
7:30 p. m.
Worship,
Evening
scholastic
a
with
7:30
p.
university
or
Prayer meeting every Wednesstanding placing tarn In the upper
CATHOLIC,
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
half of his class. The local board, ST. PAUL'S
ON
choir rehearsal.
however, must be Satisfied that PRINCET
IMMACUhe had fully intended prior to CHURCH Or THE
EARL- LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
August 1 to enroll in college for LATE CONCEPTION,
INGTON
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
the 1950-51 year.
Services every second Saturday
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Kentucky students who expect
at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
o'clock.
at
8
night,
Mass
Kenof
the
University
to attend
Sundays,
m.
fourth
and
a.
11
Second
at
this
fall
time
tucky for the first
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
are urged to contact the Regisservices on fourth Sunday at 11
trar's Office immediately if they Mass at 10 o'clock.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
have not already done so. StuOUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSdents are still being admitted for
PITAL CHAPEL
the fall semester, which opens
First, third and fifth Sundays,
September 11.
Masonic Meeting
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Classification tests and physiWhen you take the wheel of a new Pontiac you
Second and fourth Sundays,
cal examinations for all new U.
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
may be so proud of its beauty that you will be
at 8 o'clock.
K. students will be held Septem- Mass
inclined to pamper it a little.
a special meeting 7:30 Monday
9
at
Mass
bays,
Holy
o'clock
and
classin
ber 1-13, registratio
No Pontiac ever needs pampering!
Rev. William Borntraeger is evening, August 2Ist, to confer
fication of all students will be
Pontiac is built, through and through, to be
special
a
Rev.
the
and
Richard
pastor
and
degree
first
the
conducted September 14-16, and
a great and dependable performer—for a long,
class work will begin September Clements is assistant pastor.
meeting 7:30 Thursday evenlong time. Just give Pontiac plenty of exercise
18.
and your speedometer will reveal the whole
ing, August 24th. 1950, to conFAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Dr. Donovan said it seems imtruth of the stttement —dollar for dollar yea
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
fer the second degree. Brethprobable that the current emercan't beat a Ponfia,
"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
Sunday School every Sunday ren take notice. Visiting brothgency will greatly affect the Uni- afternoon at 2:30.
welcome.
Phone 9121
versity's fall enrollment, partiHopkinsville Street
Preaching every second and ers
cularly if policies of the Selective fourth Sunday afternoons at
G. W. TOWERY, Secretary
Service System are clearly un- 2:30.
Phone 31
0. T. STRONG, Master
derstood by college students.
Prayer meeting every Satur201 E. Market St.
day at 7:30 p. m.
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Dollarfor Dollar
you cant beat a

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

M. & S. MOTOR & Implement Co.

NOTICE
All persons or firms who are interested in leasing a portion
of the lot on East Market Street, Princeton, Kentucky, known as the
hitch rack lot, may make a sealed bid and must hand same to
Wm. G. Pickering, County Judge, on or before 10 A.M. September
12, 1950.
Said bids will have to be for a period of twenty
the date the lease is signed.

years

from

A bid may be made for the leasing of two lots facing East
Market Street, each lot being forty feet on Market Street, and
extending back between parallel lines seventy feet, or may be
made on a lot fronting 'East Market Street, eighty feet and running back between parallel lines for a depth of sixty feet.
Any person may bid on any one lot, both lots or the lot eighty
by sixty feet. The county will lease to the highest and best bidder
and will lease said two lots each to a different individual or will
lease said one lot to one individual, according to whichever bids
higher.
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Wardrobe wi•
ever strolled

1 Double Roll Regular Price And
1 Double Roll For lc
Ceiling Paper Not On Sale

McGough Paint& Wallpaper Store

Caldwell County has a right to refuse any and all bids.

Dial 2585

111 W. Ct. Sq.

JOHN MORGAN

Underscore

"The Complete Paint Store"
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Kentucky has
S. Fish and limit is the same number, while
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by
Service and the Division the possession limit for red
and Fish. The season breasted or American mergansers
is 15 singly or in the aggregate of
lit noon on December 1
both species.
'flue through January 4.
Migratory waterfowl and game
Ours will be from onebefore sunrise tb one birds may be held, in possession
efore sunset (Central in frozen food lockers 90 days afTime) except on open- ter the close of the season. A.ny
hen the hours are from birds stored, however, must have
ne hour before. sunset. accurate statements of the numt for a split season for ber and kinds of birds contained
was considered by the in the package clearly and conWildlife Service, Earl spicuously marked on the outside.
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The old courthouse from which
Submarine deposits estimated
Mr..and Mrs. Claude Storms and
Joe of Princeton:. Mr. and Mrs. to be 2,200 million years old have Billy the Kid made his famous
Ga rnet t Oliver, Hopkituiville; keen found in core samples taken escape in 1881 is now a New
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Rogers, Mr. from the Atlantic Ocean, accord- Mexico State Monument. It is in
and Mts. Gilmer Rogers, Mr. and ing to the Encyclopedia Ameri- the little frontier town of LinMrs. C. B. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. cana.
coln, N. M.
Waylon Rogers and Nancy; Mr.
(By Miss Nola Wilson)
tobacco
Wildfire is damaging
and Mrs. Morrioe Burton and
c
and some is being cut. Weather Is Beverly.
bad for cutting but one thing to
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Burton
glad of, paitures are good.
and Beverly, Mr. and Mrir.- McSunday School Sunday had 98 Gowan and Dori, Mr. and Mrs.
present. Preaching by pastor and Waylon Rogers and Nancy visited
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Oliver at
a grand sermon wap heard.
Wednesday night prayer meet- Hopkinsville Saturday night.
Mrs. Denzil Fuller and Paul of
ing conducted by Mr. R. W. Wyatt
was very enjoyable. Sunbeams Hopkinsville recently visited the
and G. A.'s met, with 50 present. Ratliff Rogera.
Mrs. Amanthas Baker has been
confined to bed a few days but
Irrigation is the spreading of
after being attended by Dr. water from a stream or ditch
Frank P. Gianninl is better.
over farm land sown to crops.
W.M.S. met Thursday afternoon.
Many ot the adobe dwellings in
Those present were Mesdames
Ernest Lacy, Dennie Fuller, Press the Indian pueblos of New MexiF.O.E. No. 2953
Lilly, Hugh McGowan, Zora Wil- co have walls up to two feet
against
insulation
providing
thick,
Cravens,
Gordon
Mrs.
son, and
both heat and cold.
who was added as a member.
Several from here attended the
funeral of Mr. Edd Gresham at
dad Friendship, in Lyon county.
members
0 u t-of-community
KOREAN REFUGEES prr IN Way OF THE WAR: Soldiers of and visitors attending church
the U. S. First Cavalry Division man a sandbag post as Korean Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
refugees stream across the Naktong River on ;he central front. In Haile, Earl Vinson, Mr. and Mrs.
background are enemy held hills. Refugees, fleeing the invading
William Robinson of Princeton;
North Korean Reds, were permitted to cross the river after Ameri- Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Fowler of
screen
to
river
the
crossed
police
Korean
South
and
officers
can
Carbondale; Mrs. Mae Vinson,
them. More than 5,000 men, women and children made the cross- daughter and granddaughter of
point.
this
at
wide
mile
a
half
ing. Naktong is shallow and only
Danville, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs.
This picture was made by Photagl-apher Carl Mydans of Life Mug2—FEATURES-2
Herbal Rogers and children of
sine. (AP Wirephoto)
Hopkinsville; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
be more distressed by her child's Hart and sons, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
sullenness than she wou:d have Wyatt and children, Dripping
been had she let him talk it out. Springs; Mrs. Lula Cook, Blon...the West's Most Notorious
Mrs. Smith, your neighbor, delle and Ozelle Haile, of FriendOutlaw!
weeps on your shoulder, so to ship.
Miss Maurean Rogers of Jenspeak, and you help her with
friendly advice and constructive rile Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville,
criticism. Why not use this meth- is spending her vacation at home
od with Junior, says the associa- here.
(By David Taylor Marke)
The Waylon Rogers have had
tion? A gentle, "Isn't this rather
Why does junior sulk?
foolish, Son? If you'll tell me as visitors recently, Mr. and Mrs.
We know that he's angry, but what's 'wrong, perhaps together Claude Storms and Joe, Mr. and
he's not telling why. He is nurswe can fix it," will work won- Mrs. Garnett Oliver, Mrs. Mcing his self-pity.
ders. Another child or some adult Gowan and Don, Mr. and Mrs.
But the reason for his upset may have vexed him. -Jimmy Gilmer Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. C.
should be discovered, and he
needs to "get it out of system" B. Rogers, and Mr. and Mrs. Monshould be urged to talk it mit,
just as much as Mrs. Smith or roe Burton.
says the National Kindergarten
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Burton
any other adult needs to shelve
PLUS! 2nd FEATURE!
Association.
their troubles. Sympathy, friend- announce the marriage of their
Junicrr is just a child, but par- liness, and a receptive attitude on daughter, Barbara to Mr. Gilmer
ents must realize that even his his mother's part will do the trick Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lulife is not all roses. Parents
Saying, "Now don't sulk about cien Rogers, on Satutday, August
should say to him: "It is tough", it," is likely to mak e matters 12. Rev. L. L. Spurlin, or near
adding "that you can't go." Jun- worse. So is walking off and Hopkinsville, read the ceremony.
ior thinks so, and he feels resent- leaving him "until you can show a
The bride chose a navy blue
ful. If you say flatly, "You can't smiling face."
dress with red accessories, the
go, and that is all there is to it.
Why does Junior sulk? Maybe groom wore blue.
I don't want to hear any more
Mr. Rogers spent some time in
unthinkingly broke a
about it!" mother may not hear his mother
him. If so, no the U. S. Service, the greater
to
made
promise
any more about it, but she will
wonder Junior is upset. He is part of the time being stationed
Stawrior
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methlasting
of birds except those listed above sentment in a more
and crows, starlings, English spar- od than mere tears can do. He are residing at Mr. Burton's.
their
rows, groat horned owls, Coopers feels self-righteously angry. Chil- They have the hest wishes of
sail SKIT DENG • OMR STROM
dren are sometimes hurt by a many friends for a long and hapand sharp-shinner hawks
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life.
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scolding beepuse it seems to tell
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them they are not loved. If the
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scolding was given in haste, this community on business one
ALSO! SERIAL and COMIC
LATE WAR NEWS
recently.
day
when Junior felt that he was in
visited
Rogers
Maurean
Miss
the right, he is likely to be exWalker's Drugs & Jewelry tremely angry. A "no matter Mrs. Z or a Wilson and family
what you do. I still love you," Monday.
Dial 3211
The Otho Morris and Tony
attitude would make him feel a
Herndon families recently enlot better.
tertained with a birthday party.
If you consider that -talking
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Parker
back" is almost unforgivable and
and children og Culver, Indiana,
the culprit believes that his only
have been visiting Mr. Lorenzo
chance lies in explaining, ha- may
Hensley and family.
resort to a long sulk, as all the
Ratliff Rogers is the proud
odds appear to be against him.
owner of a new GMC truck.
/ arnif 6°
Mother is supposed to be JunLittle Don Rogers has been visproduction
ior's friend. If she is always rea- iting 'Mrs. Ann i e Rogers and
dy to hear him out, having humor family.
and sympathy to apply to his ocMr. Cleaton Haile has gone to
casional 'upsets, he will not ex- Colorado wher e he expects to
hibit his resentment with silence work. Mrs. Haile and children exand sulking, says the association. pect to join him soon.
Miss Maurean Roge is spent
Wednesday night with her aunt,
Nola Wilson.
Miss Opal Cook of near Cadiz,
%TAPPING
visited Glenda Rogers recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Beckner,
Some people leave the
Miss Bertha Gresham, Mr. a n d
lights on so burglars
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Burg!ar y Insurance
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly and
through us and feel
COUPLED WITH
Mrs. Alice Litchfield were dinner
that they can recover
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guests of the MeGowans.
any burglary loss they
suffer.
Mr. Bob McGowan of Herrin,
Illinois, recently visited his fathPLUS! TECHNICOLOR CARTOON and LATE WAR NEWS
er, Mr. Hugh McGowan and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Burton
entertained recently with a showSERVICE
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ers. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Burton, of Madisonville; I When a ','ioman Loves a Man ...She

News Happenings
At Pleasant Grove

REMEMBER THIS

NOTICE

All Eagles and their families are
invited to attend a fish supper in the
Eagles Lodge on Friday, Aug. 25.

W. D. RAMAGE, Sec.

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

SATURDAY

The True and Savage Story of

BILLY THE KID
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? ...INSULATE with
FIBERGLAS
Thinking of Insulating Your Home?
is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
1, }Leh inator, Montgomery Ward, Servel rand Westinganti a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
guaranteed for the life of the building against settling
ing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.

WEST KY. ROOFING CO.
roadn 3,

0. BERKLEY
Paducah

Phone 275

MURPHY•STORM
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FINALLY, at last, after a

3 year delay, you can see...
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The Blessed Event of the
Entertainment Season!!!
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e fashion honor roll and the center of
ttraction as the foot of the class!

TriensIlly
Approved by the Council

on Campus Fashions

Due to neglect of some water customers it becomes necessary to enforce the city ordinance regarding
payment of water bills.
Water will be cut off and service
discontinued on property where'
bills are more than 30 days past
due. Please avoid extra costs by
paying your water bill promptly.

MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL
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Added Joys!
TRAVEL IN COLOR - "GLIMPSES OF OLD ENGLAND"
CARTOON COMEDY - 'BARBER OF SEVILLE"
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Farm Prices Up

Washington-Another year
of big farm production and
good times for farmers IS seen
by officials of the Department of Agriculture. Even
before the Korean trouble,
prices 4,o farmers were going
up, and by July 15 they Were
above parity for the first
time in over a year. It is predicted that prices of livestock
may decline less than usual
this fall. Milk production may
break the 1945 record.
Poultry prices may run near
present levels this fall. Feed
grain prices seem likely to
decline less than usual. Wool
prices will continue strong for
some time.

Classified Ads
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
$2-47tp

for wife and three babies. Notify Mrs. Crawford, phone 3082.
8-Itc

Rules Listed For'
Proper Sanitation
In Rural Homes
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EASTMAN KODAIS
and
SUPPLIES
Wood's Drug Store,

Crider News

We're Moving

Dead Stock
WANTED

AUGUST 30 TO NEW
LOCATION ON MARKET STREET
Next Door to McConnell
Electric Company

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

SHOP TO BE CLOSED AUG.30 THRU SEPT.2
PAPER WILL BE PUBLISHED THAT WEEK

!

THE PRINCETON

LEADER

ARE YOU FULLY COVERED?

Red Front Stores

'

Busch Cummins Insurance Agency

uiri

&Ito& Qvil
.2)4esse4

WHY PAY MORE?

bux,

$1.35
MEAL,25 pound bag
SUGAR, pure cane, factory packed bag
95c
10 lbs.
85c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
BLEACH, White Top, quart bottle
2 for
PURE LARD, in cartons, pound

25c

TOILET PAPER, 4 rolls

25c

20c

PEACHES, in heavy syrup, No. 1 tall can .. 19c
35c
MATCHES, carton

DON'T WAIT FOR
COLD WEATHER

25c

ELDRED IlDWE. CO.

CHEESE, 2 pound box

69c

Hdqtrs. for

SUPER LOW PRICES
Phone 2611
211 W. Shepardson St.

WARM. MORNING HEATERS
PERFECTION OIL HEATERS
PEERLESS & THOMPSON
GAS HEATERS

TS.Ii

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
• LEMONS, Sunkist, 360 size
dozen

Select your heater early. Whether
you heat with COAL, GAS or
OIL we have a heater to suit
your needs - on display now at

OLEOMARGARINE, colored, pound

QUINN'S GROCERY

15f
43(
241(

Sizes 6 to 14

ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK
lb.

35f

BANANAS,large ripe, fancy
......................
pound

li

MEAT SPECIALS
89e SUGAR CURED JOWL

$1.95

Don't miss this VALUE.
Come in Now!

[IN K E

FAIR STORE
Where Your $$ Have
More Cents

..*11111i
.••••••

111.
Ardis. A

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
kisten to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WM 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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